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ABSTRACT
It is undeniable that the studies on Acehnese idioms are still limited. Thus, the researcher was interested to investigate the forms, the
meanings, and the functions of Acehnese idioms used on basis of Pidie dialect. This research was intended to analyze the forms, the
meanings, and the functions of Acehnese idioms on basis of Pidie dialect. This study used qualitative research with descriptive
approach. This research was conducted in Pidie and Pidie Jaya. Three people aged between 41-60 years old who were labelled as
Informant 1, Informant 2, and Informant 3, and 3 people aged between 25-40 years old labelled as Informant 4, Informant 5, and
Informant 6, were chosen as the subjects using purposive sampling technique. The writer used interview guide as her instrument
consisted of 20 Acehnese idioms. The result revealed that some of Acehnese people provide similar meaning and function of the
Acehnese idioms, while some people give different meaning and function of the idioms. Then form Verb + Noun (5 idioms), Noun
+ Adjective (4 idioms), Noun + Preposition + Noun (2 idioms), Verb + Verb (2 idioms), Adjective + Noun (4 idioms), Noun + Verb
+ Noun (2 idioms), and Noun + Noun (1 idiom). The writer suggests Acehnese people to enhance the use of Acehnese idioms in
every day conversation in order to maintain Acehnese idioms as one of the heritages in Acehnese language and culture.
